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Summary

A cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability was detected and reported for Media5's Mediatrix VoIP Gateways. The risk is medium (CVSSv2 Base Score 4.3).

We recommend customers of Unify that use Mediatrix Gateways to verify their gateways' firmware version and upgrade to the latest version as released for use in OpenScape solutions.

Vulnerability Details

A cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in login.esp in the Web Management Interface in Media5 Mediatrix VoIP Gateway with firmware Dgw 1.1 (all versions) and Dgw 2.0 (before 2.0.20.301) allows remote attackers to inject arbitrary web script or HTML via the username parameter.

cve.mitre.org has assigned the name CVE-2014-1612 to this issue

Risk: medium
CVSSv2 Base Score: 4.3 (AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N)

Affected Products

Mediatrix VoIP Gateways:
- 44xx series
- 41xx series
- 36xx series

Recommended Actions

Unify customers should upgrade to latest approved GA version available at Unify's Software Download Server (SWS). Currently, this is version V2.0 R26.451.0.

References

- Mitre: http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2014-1612
- OSVDB: http://osvdb.org/102415
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